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ABSTRACT
.The speech communications professionals who a e

involved in training and consulting need to conceptualize and talk
about their activities as communication educators--not as trainers.
Clients should be taught to make interpret:ve choices appropriate to
their rhetorical environment, in addition to learning_basic skills.
As educators in the corporate setting, speech professionals deal with
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"competent communicators" as new hires,_and employees in the business
setting who want to know how to_"communicate well," and how to
accomplish personal and professional goals. A workshop can be used to
focus on the function of rhetorical choices in the_organizational
setting. Participants Should be involved not just in analyzing their
own situations but_also those brought to the workshop by others from
the same_organization. It is the speech professional's task to_create
a situation where clients are taught how to discover the_guestions to
ask that will_enable them to find the alternative communication
behaviors available to them. By focusing on participants' rhetorical
needs and rhetorical environments, the educator helps them apply
performance skills in more flexible ways and in ways that are
transferable to_other situations. A highly participatory workshop
prepares those in the corporate world to respond to the organization
as a dynamic environment. (WKA)
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Individuals doing tr in dng and consulting face severe
stereotypes, both within and Lutside our own professionalcircles. We are often cast wzrejoratively by our academic
colleagues as modern day sopMlists, selling our expertise (and,
one might construe, our soul--1=--) in pursuit of the demon mammon.
Many of us have heard rebLike remarkably like those fired byPlato: that we teach mere f=attery, or how to manipulate, or the,art of deception. In an ironc twist from Plato's charges, we maybe told that we demean the feld of rhetoric by teaching mereskills (read "knack," like 'cookery").* I would wager that mostof us who have conessedtw eing involved in training or
consulting have been persona3aly privy to such helpful
descriptions of our work by ,=olleagues in the field. Perh ps we
have wondered i f the critici.FE rns fit.

On the other hand, who ,mong us has not moaned in
discouraged tone when faced kJith the misconception that all we
provide in our departments ar e "service" courses? To many,
"Speech" = "performance" Speech is seen as an
atheoretical endeavor concerrted only with performance, not as adiscipline. In many college= and universities those in Speech
departments struggle for cre=thbility as a discipline, to be seen
as academicians pursuing vali_d theoretical interests. We want it
known that we are have more .;.n offer a school and to the world
than teaching students to be public speakers.

Is it any wonder, then, that there should be a concern about
Speech professionals who ronult Or conduct training, if that
work is thought to be divorcd from scholarly endeavors or purelytraining in rote skills? Adv ertising flyers abound for
communications courses that reinforce such a view. For example,
one advertisement proclaims F-i.at you can "Finetune your MOST
IMPORTANT business skill . . inexpensively" by buying a
magazine subscription which i ves "tips, " "technj dues, " and lets

I For example, PlatoFs descri ptions of rhetoric as a sophistic
endeavor as transcribed in th Gorgias.
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the re.-eder in on "the secrets of the pros." One of the many
flyers I've received promised that if attendees "Listen toithe
semina- leader]" each would "become an effective speaker, wiTHou-Tr
HAVING TO SAY A WORD!"

Ow_tr credibility is on the line. Our collective identity is
...ffec-tcd by those who call themselves communication consultants.
What wn as trainers and consultants do--and what we say Wed0--
matter not Just to our clients, but to our colleagues as mil.

Tfr-lis has been a long-introduction, but I think it is
importcant to have a specific context for talking about theland
of .omrmlunication education I think we nught tn be doing. Itis
contentinn that we need tn conceptualize and to talk aboutour
activiL-ies as communication educators, not as trainers. Whm
acting as educators in the corporate world we should be doing far-
more t-lan the words "skills training" imply.0 When one loco at
what w actually do, we are not simply laying out e. set of
communcan behaviors and then drilling people in their me.
We firet teach clients about their interprmtive choices. Wedo
this i:aause we Rnow that only then will they be able to make thm=
behavic=Aral choices appropriate to their rhetorical environmnt.
We neeff=1 to talk about ourselves and about what we do in a way
that reflects this scholarly expertise. The speech-cc'mmunicatior
educatc==.r in the corporation is essentially a rhetorical craic, amt
scholar-- applying critical skills to the organizational and
rhetort_ cal lives of his or her clients. Our role as rhetorical
critic is crucial to what we do.

Imm this paper I will discuss some of the implicationsof
taking a rhetorical critical approach to ro(nmunication education
in the corporation. I will first talk about the need for
communi cation education in the corporate setting, and thenfwill
attempt to show what I mean by "education" (as opposed to
"tyaini ng") with examples drawn from workshops focusing on
present ational speaking and on interpersonal communication.

Th i-e is a need in the corporate world for what we haveto
offer. Increasingly, corporate representatives express a desire
for "cozopetent communicators" in their Irganizations. The
ability to communicate, especially orally, consistently appears
at the -lop of the list of requisite attributes of new hires.4

From --ian advertising flyer for the Decker Communi a ions R o

it is interesting to note that the synonyms for "trainer" as
teacher in Roget's Thesaurus (1977) are "handler, groomer;
driller- drill-master; coach, athletic coach."

4 For e=--zample, see John Muchmore and Kathleen Galvin, "A Report
of the fask Force on Career Competencies in Oral Communicatm
Skills f'cir Community College Students Seeking immediate Entry



The literature is suppcirted by ecruiters, s.atementlisting criteria for new hires, recruiters uliformly place
communication skills anong the most importani= . If new hires
don't have the ability to communicate, recrui_ ters say, the
organization will "traL n" them. Typically, the "incompetent
communicator" is defined in terms of ski1ls
Typically, the solution is articulated as simply a matter of
teaching the person a package of behaviors w ich will then,
magical ly, make him or her a "better c ommun i= at or " Per f or manc eis the concern and the focus.

The picture is sli ghtly different, how-L, er, when one talksto those attending "training" sessions. A p on in the business
setting wants to know how to "communicate wel 1" by the standardsof the corporation, and he or she also wants to know how tc,
accomplish personal and professional goals. Members of an
organization face an environment which demand- s their
participation as public communicators. They }lave experienced the
consequences of their communication abilities-, and they know
there is more to it than applying a set of fo-rmulaic behaviors.
They know that the situation determines the c riteria by which
their performance will be judged. They don't have our labels,but they know that they are dealing with rhet snrical exigencies.
They know there is more to it than simply beh vioral skills. As
one works with these individuals it becomes c lea% very quickly
that one must be an educator, that one must a=--)swer the request ofthis audience for insights which will lead to gileater rhetoricalsophistication. In this capacity, a Speech-Cmmunication
professional must draw c_tpon her or his knowlege about skills,
but even more importantly upon knowledge abou t how language
works, about the interaction of language with the epistemology of
the organization, and about the interaction 0 lc words with the
sense of self.

Thus, as educators in the corporate setting, we are dealing
with the needs of two audiences. The people ww-..oho hire us want
their employees to be individuals who get to -M_..he point, who don't
ramble, who talk "clearly," who are able to m.s.ke a good

Into the Work For,- " C.nmmunica on Edur
220.

pp. 20

Recrui ter statement, Hemline University, it Paul, MN, spring
1986. All those who came to talk with facult., about hiring
Liberal Arts graduates emphasized the ability to communiate
orally. The organizaticons represented were d3Tr_ verse, ranging from
local government to mul-bi-national corporatio=Ls. Extending this
example, one can see the.t there are major mari-ets for what we as
Speech professionals have to offer. One of tkie orporations
represent ed , for exampl, employs over '96, 000 people wor 1d-wide
and has fac i I iti es in Minnesota, Massachusett,--., Florida,
Colorado, Washington, Cali f or ni a, Ar izona, BeL.gium, France,
Italy, Scotland, Hong Kc.ng, to name just a fe places.
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impression for the .,) c n pCr5U&de ("get thecontract"), who car ain -7'.:111 -,cal _s clearly to those with
di f fering backgrou.,_ an "t-ork with others." Managers
don't want to be L.,,L- lel anym re .',.-Id they efoon't want to be
embarrassed anymori. '-hose wl-, comprise t 7 he population to be
"trained", however- '''-,.o' .- fi,,sent reasons for coming to
communication wors 1Q13 S . 'y, too, don't want to be boring orembarrassing (or ',_,of.r ,,,,2., but the peo,.ple with whom I haveworked voice far f'' 7-= ratQgic concerns: e.g., persuasion inthe face of hostily, het-oer it's from cl- ustomers, vendors,superiors, or subord:' ..,:s4 face-saving f.-or sel f and audience
when you know more s.:1-G-1 1.".le audience but ti hey're sup_posed to knowmore than you; self-ccTIr:Idence amid an apz prehension producingand political situation; showing depth ari* d breadth of knowledgein the space of a staff meeting status repwort; control of thespeaking situation; how to deal with Dein° g placed in the
untenable position of representing a posit= ion you had no part in
creating and with which you do not agree---a--and the ethics of sucha dilemma; how to be credible in an uncerain organizationalenvironment; how to Overcome the barriers to credibility of
being young, or a non-native language speaLtIcer or female, ormale. Those who attend workshops want to IzEknow how to change
their communication to make their work lives more livable. Theywant more than learning a few behavioral skin-.ills. They are also
concerned about ethics, about consequencesrwm, and about theimplications of being a participant in thez17-ar own idiosyncraticrhetorical oommunity.

Admittedly, as anyone who has taught =communication workshopsin a corporate setting will tell you, we tach students to docertain things: paraphrase, listen activeLny, use a thesis
statement, organize one's ideas around no rimore than three to fivemain points, maintain eye contact (at leas in Western cultures),don't jingle change in one's pockets. LiSully students ask for afew "tips", and we to pass some along: if your knees shake, leanthem against the table in front of you. 11-4le problem is not thatwe do so, as this is all good information, and certainly
essential when teaching about communicating in the varioussettings within an organization. The problLem is that we also
have the knowledge to teach more (and we oten do teach more),but we often don't recognize or acknowledg that we an andshould apply our unique critical expertiee in this setting. Inessence, as communication educators in the organization not onlyshould we act as very pragmatic rhetorical critics, we shouldteach our clients to do the same.

Any time we are teaching communicat ono skills, we are
exposing students to communication choic s When we teach skillsrelated to presentational speaking or to in iterpersonal
communication, we are offering choices to iD ur students. Most ofus in this room have probably talked about having as a traininggoal "expanding the repertoire of choices" - available to ourstudents. In addition, we work with them t. o assess the potential



function of their rhetorical ch_ A
their particular organizational rhetor
do this to sme extent now, if Ivetalk
and adaptation at all. I'm sugWaing
aspect of what we do. We need toroco
we are doing as we exercise it, 41sWe
it in order to acknowledge our
to highlight it for our clients. Eac
critic i5 crucial it is importal-Itthat we present ourselves in a
way that captures the full ezsenor -what we do. In presenting
ourselves to our clients we need to ma ke lear that we are
providing the information and theskil_2e practice they want, but
more importantly we are providingan o2xoportunity for participants
to determine--pragmaticallythe rhetoical requirements of the
communication environmrnt in whiathe=1/ find themselves speaking.

One reason human . ?5ource educati.:nn by academics is often
rejected by corporate client% iz that 4A.hey fear we will fail to
address the real-ness of their pfobl- It is a well-founded
fear, based upon experience. I be1ieVEE2 the demand for skill5 is
a result of this fear. Theoretical aproaches are seen as
impractical, as not applicable irthe kw-eal world. Theory and
practice tend to be viewed az mUtually exclusive, and so we are
told, "Just give me a list of things to= do, so that if I do them
I'll be a more effective speaker [execttive, team member,
manager...1" We may be asked to rreateEe courses which can be
replicated by anyone, and then tc4raian the trainer" (who likely
has no background in Speech-Communicatiaon) to teach the liurse.
The notion is thus reinforced thatwhatt; we know and what we do--
that which took us a good dee.l clitime to become experts in--an
be done by most anyone if he or sheorarMy learns what the magic
behavioral skills are.

Through taking a rhetorical crita=a1 posture, using their
problems as our data, we give validity to the "reai-ness" of
their problems and to their rhetodcal dilemmas. By affirming
the real-ness of their strategic questi_ons, we begin to lead
workshop participants through theproe=55 of grappling with the
rhetorical exigencies which:are aprt of those situations. We
thus translate our knowledge tcl fit th rhetorical context of

n7i1;h:Xn%:ti!:; 11711=figt=rinYti:1=5==
we make

the
problems they define. Furthermore, we make it clear that the
theoretical elements of our work ae ru-mt impractical nor
inapplicable, and that there iz more becoming effective
communicatOrs than knowing a et ofmagmic words or where to put
one's hand5.

3

civen the exigencies of
ical situation. All of us
about audience analysis
that we focus upon this

-gnize and articulate what
model it, and as we teach
2 function tn ourselves and
eiuse our role as rhetorical

One might ask what such a tz,rkshopp or seminar looks like.
First, this kind of workshop i highly participative. The more
the participants bring in their c-ArnimId7rividual problems, the more
they address those problems as a groap, the greater the learning
that will take place. Beyond theboic which I have found are
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necessary (e.g., I have never worked with a group in which the
majority already used thesis statements, or that knew how to
paraphrase), one structures the workshop so- that participant%
address communication situations or communication dilemmasthat
they now face or that they think they '11 have to fac. TNT
must work with their own data. For example, in teaching a
presentational speaking workshop I will talk about which data to
include, different patterns of organization, and factors related
to delivery and nervousness. I also help participants
conceptualize the rhetorical problems they face, determine oys
to examine those problems, and decide upon their options
strategically. They then have an opportunity, in a lab setting,
to put their strategic plane into action. To help my lient% do
this, I must also conceptualize their rhetorical problems, end I
must wrestle with trying to understand the exigencies of their
rhetorical situations. There is no place for a safe abstrathon
like, "Remember to speak to your-audience." Instead, I workwith
lients to identify and analyze not only their audlences butthe
rhetorical charar of their own organization.

Second, because one must concentrate upon the clients'
rhetorical environment, the critical approach to teaching
workshops is intense. One gains criical insight throughoutthe
day. The facilitator of a workshop taking this approach shauld
plan on being exhausted by the end of the day. One is wearing
one's critical hat all day, exercising one's critical insigM and
instincts non-stop. The data one gathers from informal
interaction is important additional information to bring to
conscious awareness when discussing rhetorical strategy specific
to an individual's situation. As a critic, I respond to anduse
this information in forming my critical insights. As a teather,
I then show how this kind of information is also useful in
developing communication responses. Thus, one is "on" as a
critic at all times, even during breaks, even during lunch. This
is particularly true when teaching interpersonal communication
workshops where the normative rhetorical patterns of an
organization may be more evident in analogic communications(such
as story-telling) than in extended linear description.

Third, participants should be involved in analyzing notjust
their own situations, but those brought to the workshop by others
from the same organization. By exercising their own critical
abilities through responding to the rhetorical attempts of
others, they gain flexibility in addressing their own rhetorisal
needs.

The workshop materials that I use reflect my emphasis upon
participants using their own materials. Exercises, case studies,
or prepared video-tapes are useful, but I've found that theyare
complementary to rather than being a substitute for the data
participants bring from their own experiences. I make extensi.ve
use of prework to prepare individuals to work with their own
data. In all my workshops, participants are asked to complete
prework which focuses their attention upon their own rhetorical
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environments and needs. For example, to prepare for an inter-
personal communination workshop individuals are told to write an
extended description of a communication situation that was, is,
or that they expect will be particularly difficult for them.
They are asked to write notes about the situation, the persons
involved, the expectations the people involved have about the
situation and each other, the intended meanings versus what was
(or is likely to be) said, and so forth. In the workshop,
participants then usa the situation they have identified and
described to develop more constructive communication responses
within the context of that situation. In prework for a
presentational speaking workshop participants are asked about
their typical audiences, the kinds of speaking they typinally do,
the problems they think they encounter, why they think they are
problems, and so forth. In addition, participants are told to
bring materials with them typical of the kind with which they
work daily. They will then use those materials to prepare a
short presentation to be given and discussed in the workshop.
They are encouraged to talk about the same kinds of issues and
create the same kinds of contexts that they usually encounter.
They also may create their own typical audience, with workshop
participants taking on the appropriate roles.

Instruction of specific content works best when it addresses
the rhetorical problems presented by the participants. For
example, when teaching about interpersonal communication, it
isn't unusual to have a lively discussion with a group about the
pros and cons of "owning" statements through using
statements." In certain corporate environments, "I" statements
are interpreted as self-centered, narcissistic, and an indication
of an unwillingness to share credit. The generalized "you" is
considered more appropriate, and as a discussion progresses it
may become quite clear that the generalized "you" functions to
spread a shared organizational perspective. It may well be an
important element in the communication climate of a given
organization. I may not agree with that type of communication
climate, but if I am to deal with that rhetorical climate and if
I am to help my clients deal with it, I will be more successful
-s critic-trying-to-understand-and-elucidate than as expert-
attempting-to-impose-my-abstract-and-divorced-notions-of-
"appropriate"-skills. A recent discussion regarding the use of
qualifiers (in a presentational workshop) also illustrates the
importance of putting our advice in context. In the organization
where this discussion took place, qualified remarks are the norm
in the research arm where a less-than-absolute position is highly
valued. Qualified remarks in the production facility, on the
other hand, are likely to be heard as lack of opinion or lack of
confidence. Scientists who must move back and forth between the
two facilities are thus faced with very different rhetorical
requirements. The consequences of their language choices only
became clear through our critical discussions which focused on
their specific rhetorical contexts. The role of ambiguity in



organizations may well be yet another example. How ambiguity
functions in a specific wrganizational context may be an
important critical insight for an employee making decisions about
communication behaviors in both the presentational and the
interpersonal situation. As outsiders, we cannot know if
ambiguity is an issue nor how it functions in a particular
organization, but we can ask tha questions a critic would ask
ambiguous communication presents itself.

Workshop participants may show initial resistance to a
h ghly participative workshop, or one which requires examination
of their own day-to-day problems. Participants may attempt to
avoid participation or deny their need: "I don't do this type of
thing now, I don't have anything I can talk about," or "I won't
ever have to do that." They may be reluctant to talk about their
specific situations. A workshop leader may be concerned about
covering too little content, or loss of control as far as
workshop content agenda.v A workshop taking this approach
doesn't make for a nice neat package to take from one place to
another, beyond the basic structure. Furthermore, it is harder
to represent to potential clients.

Yet, we know people learn more and they retain what they
learn longer when they work out the answers to problems
themselves. Once we have convinced our audience(s) that we mean
it, that we will address their individual rhetorical needs in the
situations the define, then we change the educational situation
from one where we are expected to train rote skills to one where
.._ are seen as a valuable resource for strategic understanding.
We change the education situation to one where we are seen as
offering a chance, in a highly pragmatic and practical way, to
see what happens when one tries different rhetorical options, and
a chance to understand why differing rhetorical choices function
as they do.

It's our task to create a situation where we teach clients
how to discover the questions to ask which will enable them to
discover the alternative communication behaviors available to
them. By focusing on participants' rhetorical needs and
rhetorical environments, we help them apply performance skills in
more flexible ways and in ways that are transferable to other
situations. By becoming fledgling critics, thcv gain
flexibility, responsiveness, and can adapt bear to

See Eric M. Eisenberg, "Ambiguity as Stra egy in Organizational
Communication," Communiratinn Mono ra hs, 51 (1984 pp. 227-242.

v I also use written materials to supplement verbal presentation
of content. I refer to these materials as "reference material,"
and frequently direct attention to relevant pages throughout a
workshop. This relieves me of some of my anxiety about cavering
enough content, and it provides additional information for those
participants seekina it.

9



organizationa=1 change. They are better prepared to respond to
the c,rganiztn az ,s dynamic environment. They cannot gain this
flexi5ility ,,1/21ithout going beyond "skill-building" to becoming
more rhetoric=tIly sophisticated.

Ironicalli_y, I'm simply saying here that as educators, we
needto adapt to the needs of our audiences. To do so, we need
to eN.ft to a sort of "meta" level of adaptation. We need to
concentrate foL_tr critical skills nn what our clients' adaptation
rLJ re .5'_!.--ond1y, I'm emphasizing function. By helping our
clieMs under,--tnd the functional felati.nnships between their
commuication choices and potential outcomes in_ their own
oroanisationaAL _culture, we are enhancing their interpretive
capabilities, increasing their awareness of alternative
interpretive T7rameworks available to them, and reating an
audience which is more rhetorically sophisticated. In this way,
we increase t!--,eir options for response, including those options
we miclht const_dwr dysfunctional, but which make interpretive and
strategic sere--.4e given the rhetorical environment of the client.°

Nnally, we must be concerned about our own credibility and
the credibilit=y of our discipline. We are judged in part by how
well we adapt cour communication to those we are trying to reach.
Our credibilit=y is also intricately affected by the ways in which
we cmceptualL ze and describe ourselves and our work. The ways
in whi.ch we taljk about our work further influences the ways in
whichour disc ipline cnmes to be perceived. We are educators
deal with skil is, but we don't teach those skills in a vacuum.
Not only do w_e_ need to recognize what we have to offer, we need
to teuh in thz iz,rporation in such a way as to get this message
acrosethere. Speech professionals offer those in the corporate
worldsomethin g beyond rote skills. We can help those in
Gorporate envi -ronments understand how their enactment of skills
is immtricabl ly. bound to their comprehension of the rhetorical
environment wi lzhin which they live. We olfer insight and
knowledge whicJH can nurture the ability of individuals to be
effectively re-ponsive to the rhetorical needs of their
organizational culture.

There is an ee.dditional consideration. By taking a critical
orientation, etch workshop or seminar becomes an education for
the eclucator. We learn about the organizational culture, about
its variabilit, its idiosyncracies, its consistencies. We
beccoebetter _--clucators because we are better able to adapt to
thesetypes of audience in the future.

to
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